
Before looking at slides and trying to answer subsequent questions, watch these videos and 
take some basic summary notes to better understand Fiscal Policy & the National Debt

1) Fiscal Policy: Crash Course Economics #8

2) Deficits & Debts: Crash Course Economics #9

Terms to Know

Fiscal Policy (Expansionary vs. Contractionary), Aggregate Demand & Supply, Classical Economics, 

Demand-Side (Keynesian) Economics, Supply-Side Economics, Multiplier Effect, Laffer Curve, Budget 

Deficit vs. National Debt, Treasury Bills, Notes & Bonds, Interest on National Debt

Fiscal Policy - Assignment #14

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=otmgFQHbaDo&index=8&list=PL8dPuuaLjXtPNZwz5_o_5uirJ8gQXnhEO
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3sUCSGVYzI0&index=9&list=PL8dPuuaLjXtPNZwz5_o_5uirJ8gQXnhEO


Fiscal Policy is a method used by the Federal government in an 
attempt to influence GDP growth by adjusting policies regarding 

taxes and spending.

Fiscal Policy supporters believe that government investment (spending) can moderate
(stabilize) the“ups & downs” of the business cycle.  Economists measure overall growth 
in terms of GDP (Consumer Spending + Business Spending + Government Spending + Net Exports).  Economists 
consider 2%-3% annual GDP growth as optimal.

But, the “Goldilocks Principal” comes into play…
Too much growth = Inflation Too little growth = Unemployment

Government uses Fiscal Policy as a tool to try and keep the economy “just right”

3) In your own words based on video and information in this slide, explain 
what Fiscal Policyis and why would the government do it?
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2 Types of Fiscal Policy

4) Based on video and information on this slide, explain the “Goldilocks Principal” in 
terms of fiscal policy.

Too much growth = Inflation Too little growth = Unemployment
Sometimes government wants aggregate demand to increase (Expansionary)

and sometimes government wants aggregate demand to decrease (Contractionary)

Government uses Fiscal Policy as a tool to try and keep the 
economy “just right” (like Goldilocks)



Expansionary Fiscal Policy Why? 
 To increase AD (Aggregate Demand) 

 To encourage more consumer spending 

To reduce unemployment

Expansionary Fiscal Policy How?
1. Increase government spending 

• Hire more federal employees 
• Spend more on Federally sponsored education & training programs
• Spend more on Federal Infrastructure projects (bridges/roads/dams)
• Increase federal unemployment benefits

2. Decrease taxes & fees
• Give people & businesses more disposable income to spend

3. Some of both

5) In your own words based on video and information in this slide, explain 
what Expansionary Fiscal Policyis and why would the government do it? 



6) In your own words use the video and information in this slide, 
to explain how “stimulus” government spending has a 

MULTIPLIER EFFECT on private sector growth 

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/m/multiplier.asp


Contractionary Fiscal Policy Why? 
 To decrease AD (Aggregate Demand)

To slow consumer spending 

 To reduce inflation

Contractionary Fiscal Policy How?

1. Decrease government spending
• Lay off Federal employees
• Cut Federal Job training programs
• Cut Federal Infrastructure projects (spend less on roads, bridges)
• Cut Federal research and development funding

2. Increase taxes 
• Give people less disposable income.

3. Some of both

7) In your own words based on video and information in this slide, explain 
what Contractionary Fiscal Policyis and why would the government do it? 



• Hurts people on a “fixed income”…people living off savings (often older)

• Reduces the value of savings

• Lowers the value of currency (hurts export businesses) 

• Lowers purchasing power (hurts consumers since things cost more)

• Leads to lower GDP in the long run

EXCEPTION

Some individuals with high debt may favor inflation since 

the value of what they have to pay back goes down

Is inflation bad?
For most people, yes.

Why?



Q: Do economists agree what Fiscal Policies are best?     A: NO

Q:  What are the different of philosophies relating to government spending?

A: Classical, Demand Side & Supply Side

8) After looking at the next few slides, explain in your own words the main 

differences between Classical, Demand Side & Supply Side views on Fiscal Policy?



CLASSICAL ECONOMIST VIEW:

Fiscal Policy is not needed

1. Markets are naturally self regulating

2. Little government intervention is necessary

3. Recessions are temporary and natural

4. Government policies like minimum wages, welfare, 
subsidies create inefficiency

5. The 1930s Great Depression challenged this 
Classical View and no industrialized economies 
follow this policy today mainly because “doing 
nothing” is not a politically popular approach to 
dealing with the ups & downs of the business cycle.



DEMAND SIDE/LIBERAL ECONOMIST VIEW

aka:  KEYNESIAN ECONOMICS
Believes strong Fiscal Policy focused mostly on consumers  is needed

1. The economy is inherently unstable

2. Recessions can be long & permanent

3. Major government intervention/spending
necessary in recessionary periods

4. Government deficit spending in periods of 
recession will be recovered with higher tax 
revenue in periods of economic growth

5. 1970s Stagflation (period of high inflation 
& high unemployment) challenged 
Keynesian view



SUPPLY SIDE/CONSERVATIVE ECONOMIST VIEW
aka:  Reaganomics

Believes Fiscal Policy mainly focused on stimulating producers is needed



9) Based on videos 
and slide, explain 

in your own words 
what a 

government 
surplus, deficit
and debt are.

Budget deficit video

Budget surplus video

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/b/budget-deficit.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/b/budget-surplus.asp


The US National Debt, Defaults & Crowding Out

Economists & Politicians Disagree on how much debt (& owed to whom) is problematic

The current US National Debt Nearing all time highs.  But, it is still lower (as a % of GDP) than many other nations

So, when is National Debt a Problem??

Yes, if those who hold the Treasury Bills, Treasury Notes and Treasury Bonds (all federal “IOU”s) are not paid and the US Government 

goes into Default See video that explains this

Yes, if federal borrowing and minimum payments on interest Crowd Out other federal discretionary spending or private borrowing.  See 

video that explains this

BUT, neither of these have occurred, yet…

10) Based on videos and slide, explain how default and/or crowding out are 

potential negative impacts of the US National Debt growing too much. 

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/d/default2.asp
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7da2Yy0zXPY
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Objective 
for GDP/ 
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Demand

Action 

on 

Taxes

Action 

on 
Government 

Spending

Effect 

on 

Deficit

1. Inflation rises to 10%

2. Consumer 
confidence falling; 

retail sales very weak; 
unemployment at 7%

3. GDP growth is at 
3.8%; some inflation is 
feared by economists

4. GDP growth is a 
sluggish 1.2%; the 

inflation rate is 0.6%

Expansionary

Contractionary Raise
Taxes

Take No Action
OR

Contractionary

Expansionary

None
OR 

Decrease AD

Increase
AD

Increase 
AD

Cut 
Taxes

No Action
OR

Raise Taxes

Cut 
Taxes

Increase
Spending

Increases
Deficit

No Action
OR

Cut Spending

Increase
Spending

Cut 
Spending

None
OR

Decrease
Deficit

Increases
Deficit

Decreases
DeficitDecrease

AD

FOR REVIEW:  See economic situations described in left column and 

the actions economists would take with the corresponding impacts


